MUSICAL
1. As a child, did you have a strong liking for music or music classes?
   A= A little.
   B= Sometimes.
   C= Usually.
   D= Often.
   E= All the time.
   F= I don't know.

2. Did you ever learn to play an instrument?
   A= No.
   B= A little.
   C= Fair.
   D= Good.
   E= Excellent.
   F= I don't know.

3. Can you sing 'in tune'?
   A= A little bit.
   B= Fair.
   C= Well.
   D= Very well.
   E= Excellent.
   F= I don't know.

4. Do you have a good voice for singing with other people in harmony?
   A= A little bit.
   B= Fair.
   C= Good.
   D= Very good.
   E= Excellent.
   F= I don't know.

5. As an adult, did you ever play an instrument, play with a band or sing with a group?
   A= Never.
   B= Every once in a while.
   C= Sometimes.
   D= Often.
   E= Almost all of the time.
   F= I don't know. Does not apply.

6. Do you spend a lot of time listening to music?
   A= Every once in a while.
   B= Sometimes.
   C= Often.
   D= Almost all the time.
   E= All the time.
   F= I don't know.